Abstract
Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems connect ordinary desktop computers throughout the Internet, leveraging their united power beyond the sum of the individual parts. In a P2P system, peers share computer resources and services without a central coordinator. The most prevalent publicly available peer-to-peer systems, such as Kazaa or BitTorrent, focus on the task of sharing multimedia data. In the near future, however, we envision P2P systems designed for more elaborate tasks, such as online collaborations or transactional database systems.
The growing popularity of real-world P2P systems has spawned a thriving research community. The focus of most research is the development of an efficient lookup operation: given a search key, a peer responsible for the key must be identified. This operation is related to hashing and is therefore sometimes also known as distributed hashing in conjunction with a distributed hash table (DHT).
Following the seminal work of Plaxton et al. [9] , an assortment of variants of P2P systems and distributed hashing algorithms have been proposed in the literature, such as CAN [11] , Chord [13] , PAST [4] , or Tapestry [17] .
For concreteness, we present our results for "tree" topology P2P systems, such as Kademlia [8] . As discussed in Section 5, we can support other topologies as well. For completeness, we give a quick overview on a Kademlia-like tree topology. Each peer is assigned a unique overlay identifier, a binary bit string. This ID specifies the "domain space" of the peer; a peer is responsible for storing all keys that are within its domain space. In particular, a key is stored by the peer whose bit string matches the longest prefix of the key. A peer p with the bit string b 1 b 2 . . . b k keeps contact with k other peers-its "neighbors." Neighbor p i (i = 1, . . . , k) of peer p features a similar bit string as peer p; in particular, all the first (i − 1) bits are the same as the bits of peer p, and the bit i itself is inverted. Note that various systems handle the remaining bits differently; this difference is not relevant in this paper.
The peers are connected in such a way that an efficient logarithmic (in the number of peers) search operation is guaranteed, and at the same time each peer only needs to connect to a logarithmic or even constant (such as with Viceroy [7] or Koorde [6] ) number of peers.
In essence, the logarithmic degree (number of neighbors) and the logarithmic diameter (search time) of P2P systems are required by the dynamics and fluctuation of a P2P system. Peers are highly unreliable-most users owning a peer will join the P2P system only for the time they personally use it, e.g. for searching and downloading files, which is on average only one hour [12] . A P2P system does not feature a stable central server (or a group of servers) that manages the system. Instead, the P2P system is managed by the peers themselves. Having only a logarithmic number of neighbors helps in the case of a leaving peer, because only a logarithmic number of peers, that is, the neighbors of the peer that left, must search for a replacement.
Joins and leaves
An important lingering problem, and the primary focus of this paper, is how the overlay ID is assigned to a peer. Since the P2P system is completely decentralized and highly dynamic, present solutions assign the overlay IDs randomly: a newly joining ("bootstrapping") peer connects to an arbitrary peer in the P2P system and chooses a random overlay ID, e.g. by hashing its own IP address. Similarly to a lookup operation, the newly joining peer is routed to its place-determined by the chosen overlay ID-in the P2P system and connects to its neighbors. A peer leaving the P2P system, which generally happens without notification, drops all stored keys at once.
It is often argued that random overlay ID association will balance the keys well. This is not quite true; in fact, a ballsinto-bins analysis will reveal that there is a logarithmic imbalance factor [3] . In other words, with high probability a highly loaded peer stores a factor of Θ(log n) more keys than a peer with average load.
There have been a number of recent randomized proposals on how to improve the imbalance. Byers et al. [3] applied the "power of two choices"-paradigm to reduce the logarithmic imbalance to Θ(log n/ log log n). Rao et al. [10] adopted hill-climbing techniques. In this paper, we propose a non-randomized join algorithm deploying a new abstract distributed approximative information service for P2P networks, which leads to well-balanced P2P systems. Even though we stress only join and leave and thus load balancing in this paper, our aggregation mechanism can be applied to several other applications, such as system monitoring, e.g. the "health" of the system [16] , or publish/subscribe, e.g. how many peers are interested in some topic.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the Distributed Approximative System Information Service (DASIS) for P2P systems. Section 3 explains our join algorithm based on DASIS. We show simulation results and discuss some implementational issues of DASIS in Section 4. In Section 5, we consider how to integrate DA-SIS into existing P2P systems, such as Chord. Section 6 discusses related work and, finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Distributed Approximative System Information Service
The Distributed Approximative System Information Service (DASIS) is an abstract decentralized service which provides approximate 1 information about the P2P system. In the end, peer p can deduce the state of the whole P2P system, which is equivalent to the sub domain of the empty prefix.
For illustration, we give an example: we use DASIS to learn the total number of peers in the P2P system. We assume to have a stable P2P system, as shown in Figure 1 .
We describe our example from the perspective of peer p with the bit string 001 (see Figure 2 ). Peers (periodically) exchange sub domain information with their neighbors. In particular, peer p sends the information that there is one peer in sub domain 001 to neighbor peer p 3 (with ID 000), and in exchange learns that there is one peer in sub domain 000 from neighbor p 3 . Literally summing up one and one, peer p deduces that there are 2 peers with prefix 00. Similarly, on the next higher level, peer p exchanges information with neighbor peer p 2 (ID 011) to learn that there are 2 peers with prefix 01. This sums up to a total of 4 peers with prefix 0. In a last step, peer p learns from neighbor peer p 1 (ID 1100) that there are 5 peers with prefix 1.
Since there are 4 peers with prefix 0 and 5 peers with prefix 1, peer p knows that there is a total of 9 peers in the P2P system. Note that DASIS runs simultaneously at every peer, and, therefore, provides information in a bottom-up aggregated manner at every peer. The accuracy of DASIS depends on the message propagation mechanisms of the implementation. In a static system, that is, without peers joining or leaving, DASIS provides exact information without message overhead. In a dynamic system, however, more accuracy requires more frequent message exchange between neighbors. We discuss some of these implementational issues of DASIS in more detail in Subsection 4.1.
Besides computing the total number of peers in the system, DASIS can deliver a wide range of information, such as the average up-time of peers, the total amount of bytes stored in the system, or, as we show in the next section, the minimal depth of a peer in the tree structure.
Join algorithm using DASIS
The insertion of new peers is an essential and challenging operation in a P2P system. In this section, we introduce a join algorithm as an example application using information provided by DASIS.
Random join (RJ)
Assignment of overlay IDs and insertion of new peers into the P2P system is typically done similarly in various P2P proposals. As stated in Section 1, joining peers are routed to their destination, which is determined by their randomly assigned overlay ID. We include this random join algorithm (RJ) for reference in our simulations.
Depth join (DJ)
For our join algorithm, we employ the minimal depth service. The depth of a peer is defined as the length of its bit string. Note that we use bit strings of variable length. If the bit strings would be of fixed length, the depth of a peer is the length of the so far assigned prefix of its bit string.
The minimal depth service of DASIS works as follows (we consider the example given in Figures 1 and 2 again): peer p with ID 001 wants to know in which sub domain a peer with minimal depth can be found. From its neighbor peer p 3 (ID 000) it knows that its minimal depth is 3, and so deduces that with prefix 00 the minimal depth is 3, since both the sub domain of p 3 and p have the same minimal depth. In the next inductive step, through information exchanged with neighbor p 2 (ID 01), peer p learns that the minimal depth in the sub domain of p 2 is 3 as well. In a last step, peer p gets to know from neighbor p 1 (ID 1100) that the minimal depth in its sub domain is 2. Thus, the overall minimal depth is 2, and DASIS provides peer p with this result.
Generally, using the depth join algorithm (DJ), each peer can deduce the minimal depth of its sub domains. A new peer (joiner) is first routed through the P2P system to sub domains with the smallest minimal depth and then assigned an overlay ID. At every peer passed, one bit of the bit string of the joiner is fixed; this guarantees termination. If a peer (inserter) cannot route the joiner any further, it becomes responsible for inserting the new peer. The inserter assigns the joiner its own bit string plus a 1, and appends a 0 to its own bit string, thus splitting its domain space in half. In our example, the joiner would be routed to the peer with ID 10 which splits its current domain space in half, inserts the new peer with ID 101 into the system, and chooses the ID 100 as its own. Afterwards, the tree is balanced with a minimal depth of 3
It is worth mentioning that the number of peers in a certain sub domain is not a good criterion for inserting new peers. Consider Figure 1 again. A newly joining peer is inserted on the left half of the tree, that is with prefix 0, because the sub domain with prefix 0 is sparser. Since the most loaded peer (ID 10) remains at depth 2, this does not reduce the imbalance in the P2P system. Therefore, we chose the minimal depth as our criterion for inserting peers.
Note that our join approach can also adapt to other criteria than the depth of a node, such as the average number of requests per node, the available disk space or cpu time, or even combinations thereof. Moreover, it can be used with other load balancing strategies, such as load-stealing or load-shedding as described in [3] .
As an additional feature, our join algorithm also works against attackers: a malicious adversary might attack a random join system by simply taking out all the peers of a sparse sub domain, making that sub domain even sparser, and raising the load of the remaining peers in the sub domain. Our non-randomized solution will constantly guide newly joining peers towards the sub domain with smallest minimal depth, filling the gaps of the peers that left.
Simulation
We conducted a series of experiments running finegrained event-driven simulations of our algorithmfactoring in, for example, message delay. We ran several simulations in order to test the algorithm in different realistic situations. The size of the simulated P2P systems varies in the range from a couple of hundreds up to tens of thousands of peers. New peer arrivals are modeled as a Poisson process. In addition, each simulation consists of 10 runs in order to average all measures and have statistically stronger results.
We use two simple, but reasonable and handy criteria for evaluating the proposed algorithms. The first is the minimal depth D of a peer in the system. We have chosen this quality measure since a small depth denotes a high load. We assume a large and uniform distributed key population. Therefore, we do not assign keys to peers in our simulation. Note that in this case, decreasing the depth of a peer by 1 increases its load by a factor of 2. We desire a minimal depth to be as close as possible to the optimal minimal depth.
The second measure, the balance measure B, is more fine-grained and also takes the number of peers with small depths into account:
where V is the set of all peers in the system and d i is the depth of peer i. This way we have a weighted measure in which peers with smaller depth contribute more than peers with larger depth. For expressiveness, we normalize the balance B Alg of algorithm Alg with the optimal balance B Opt :
Note that in an optimal balanced P2P system all peers are at depth log 2 (n) and log 2 (n) . By definition, an optimal algorithm Opt has a ρ Opt of 1.0.
Implementational issues
In this subsection, we describe three different implementations of our join algorithm.
As a first approach, the description of DASIS in Section 2 mentioned that every peer periodically sends update messages to all of its neighbors. The shorter the update interval, the more accurate is the information available for joining peers. On the other hand, the shorter the interval, the more update messages must be transmitted. To be practical, the number of messages should be small and scale with the size of the system.
As an improvement, our second algorithm uses an adaptive technique. Messages are only sent if there is a change in the DASIS data set. For the DASIS service providing minimal depth information this means: a peer sends an update of the DASIS information to its neighbor if the peer detects a change in the minimal depth. Because changes of minimal depth in a P2P system only take place rarely, this clearly reduces the amount of messages sent. Using the adaptive technique, the total message count drops from millions to thousands, as can be seen in Figure 3 . However, reducing the number of messages also reduces the quality of the join algorithm.
Our final and preferred approach to reduce the message overhead employs updating DASIS information while routing "regular" (e.g. lookup) messages through the P2P system. For our join application, we simply piggyback the minimal depth with the regular messages. This introduces no additional messages into the P2P system. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the quality reduces gracefully.
Of course, piggybacking does not restrictively apply to the join application. Any application using a P2P system can employ piggybacking to spread information within its regular messages.
Scalability and imbalances
The advantage of the DJ algorithm is that it levels out imbalances. This can be seen in Figure 4 , where the DJ/Piggyback algorithm levels out the initial imbalanced system much better than the RJ algorithm. Conse- quently, the DJ algorithm is superior to the RJ algorithm in resolving load imbalances. Imbalances may for example arise from biased leaves of peers. Simulations described so far use in the order of hundreds of peers. In order to evaluate the scalability of our approach, we simulate our proposed DJ algorithm with piggyback DASIS in a larger setting. Figure 5 shows that our solution performs better with respect to balancing in a P2P system with about 22,000 peers inserted, compared to the commonly used random join, at no additional message cost.
Steady state
In a last simulation, we use a realistic scenario where peers join, leave (fail), and perform lookup operations. The initial perfectly balanced P2P system consists of 1,024 peers. Peers join and leave at the same rate, that is, the expected number of peers stays at 1,024.
The lookup messages are used to spread piggybacked DASIS information. As argued in Subsection 4.1, regular routing traffic helps piggyback DASIS to approximate the system state, which in turn improves the join algorithm. For the simulation, we introduce a load parameter L: on average, a peer performs L lookups (helping DASIS) before it leaves the system (troubling DASIS).
Surprisingly, all algorithms (RJ as well as DJ/Piggyback with loads from 1 to 50) get into a steady-state depth distribution quite quickly. After a few thousand joins and leaves, the depth distribution as shown in Figure 6 remains more or less fixed, independently of the initial distribution. Since there are more messages which piggypack DASIS updates, a higher load L balances the system better. If every peer ini- tiates on average L = 50 lookup messages before leaving, this leads to a well balanced system with ρ ≈ 0.88. More surprisingly, even when there are almost no lookups (L = 1), the steady-state balance is as good as RJ.
Note that with L → ∞, ρ DJ/L∞ converges to 1. In this case, DASIS is accurate at any time and new joining peers are inserted at a "correct" position, that is, a peer with smallest minimal depth would split.
Integrating DASIS into existing P2P systems
The DASIS approach translates directly to several other (non-tree) P2P topologies. In this section, we exemplarily sketch how to integrate DASIS into ring topologies used, for example, by Chord [13] . Similarly, this description is also applicable to recently developed P2P systems based on the skip list data structure [1, 5] . On the other hand, P2P systems based on the De Bruijn graph [6] cannot easily be adapted to support DASIS because they have only a constant number of neighbors.
DASIS on Chord
In Chord, peers, respectively their IP addresses, and data keys are hashed into an identifier circle containing 2 m values, where m is the number of bits used for an identifier. For simplicity, we assume that all identifiers are in the interval [0, 1). Every peer knows about O(log n) other peers (its fingers), where n denotes the number of peers in the system. To allow for routing a key in O(log n) hops toward its destination, the i th finger (1 ≤ i ≤ log n) spans about 1/2 i of the circle so that every hop at least halves the distance to the destination. Figure 7 shows the identifier circle of Chord and some finger information. For example, "A.finger [3] " denotes the 3 rd finger of peer A and thus references a peer whose identifier is at least 1/2 3 larger than the identifier of peer A.
In the following, we sketch how to aggregate, for example, the number of peers in the Chord system. In this case, the request that a peer P with identifier P.id sends to its i th finger is not "How many peers do you know with prefix length i?" as in DA-SIS, but "How many peers do you know in the interval [P.finger [i] .id,P.finger[i+1].id)?", where 1 ≤ i ≤ log n and P.finger[(log n)+1] denotes P itself. Thus, P.finger[i] is an "expert" on the interval [P.finger [i] .id,P.finger[i+1].id), and P can deduce the state of the whole P2P system by aggregating the information delivered by all of its fingers.
Our scenario shows an ideal Chord system where peers referenced by fingers have exactly the desired identifier, that is, the identifier of a peer referenced by P.finger[i] is exactly P.id+1/2 i . Unfortunately, in a real Chord system, finger interval lengths are not exactly powers of 1/2; indeed, P.finger[i] often references a peer whose identifier is larger than the desired one. Thereby, it is likely that information delivered by different fingers is based on overlapping intervals. In our example of aggregating the number of peers, this means that the calculated values tend to be too large because some peers are counted twice. Thus, peer P needs to adjust the delivered values before summing them A.finger [1] A.finger [2] A.finger [3] A.f [5] A.finger [4] A B C D E F B.finger [5] C.finger [4] D.finger [3] E.finger [2] F.finger [1] up. Since P is able to determine overlapping intervals, this is approximately possible. Note that this problem is not relevant when computing the max and min functions because they are correct for overlapping intervals, too. Therefore, our proposed join algorithm can easily be adapted to work with Chord: the peers gather and aggregate information about the "maximum gap," that is, the largest interval between two neighboring peers on the identifier circle. A newly joining peer is then assigned an identifier within this interval.
Related work
In this section, we first present work related to DASIS as a general aggregation service. Thereafter, we compare our improved join algorithm to other approaches to load balancing in P2P systems.
Aggregation services
The Astrolabe system [14] is a distributed information management system, which the authors describe as a decentralized hierarchical database. Astrolabe employs an aggregation technique that is similar to the one presented here, although more powerful using a SQL-like query style. In comparison to our work, Astrolabe is presented as a new stand-alone system, which uses a gossip protocol to disseminate information, whereas DASIS is intented to be integrated into a P2P system, such as Chord [13] or Kademlia [8] .
Conclusions
We introduced the Distributed Approximative System Information Service as a simple yet useful tool to aggregate information in a P2P system. As a sample application, we use minimal depth information provided by DASIS for our proposed join algorithm. We showed by simulations that a join with DASIS results in better balanced P2P systems than the standard assignment of random overlay IDs, especially in the case where the P2P system is imbalanced due to a high number of leaving peers. Finally, we sketched how to integrate DASIS into existing P2P systems.
Currently, we are planning to implement DASIS and our join algorithm in Java to perform real-world measurements. We are also integrating DASIS into the Chord join protocol. Additionally, we will provide a theoretical analysis of our join algorithm.
